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Introduction
●
●
●

Kirwan Center
International Center for Academic Integrity (ICAI)
Panelists
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Overview for the Webinar
●
●
●

Academic integrity concerns occur
Examine a timeline of violations with best practices
Case studies on how faculty can respond to these concerns
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Why Students Cheat
•Pressure to Succeed
•Fairness (“Others do it.”)
•Material is Trivial/Irrelevant
•Course is too Hard/Faculty Unreasonable
•Poor Time-Management
•Not Sure What Constitutes Cheating: Reinforcing Systems
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Why Students Don’t Cheat
●
●
●
●

Peer Environment on Campus (Cheating is not the Norm)
Self Respect/Upbringing (values & morals)
Consequences for Academic Dishonesty
Chances of Being Caught Cheating is High
○

●

Will the instructor follow the University’s process

Commitment to Learning
○

Foster genuine commitment to learning
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Best Practices - Overview
●

Prior to a Violation
○
○
○
○

●

The Alleged Violation Occurs
○

●

Prevention in an Online World
Samples of Syllabus Statements
Setting Expectations
Online Proctoring
Doing Something While the Violation Occurs

Responding to the Violation
○
○
○
○

Realizing Your Own Feelings
Documentation/Gathering Information
Conversation with the student
How do you move forward?
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Best Practices - Prior to the Violation: Sample Syllabus Statements
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Best Practices - Prior to the Violation: Sample Syllabus Statements
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Best Practices - Prior to the Violation: Sample Syllabus Statements
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Best Practices - Prior to the Violation: Sample Syllabus Statements
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Best Practices - Prior to the Violation: Setting Expectations
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Best Practices - Prior to the Violation: Setting Expectations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Don’t Assume They Know
Assignment Guidelines
Review for Assessments (so students know what to expect)
Explain what you will do if a violation occurs in your class
Discuss your expectations for students, but also what they can expect from you
Discuss why you value academic integrity
Let Students Know you Care about Them!
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Group Assignments and Collaboration
●
●
●
●
●
●

Set Clear Expectations
Establish Roles
Encourage students to review work submitted by other group members
Encourage students to question suspicious work
Encourage students to document everyone’s responsibility with the assignments
Encourage the following when providing assistance outside of group
○
○
○
○

Gain permission from instructor
Explain how assignment was completed, but don’t share answers
Never provide electronic copies of assignment
Password protect laptop and files
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Which Maze Constitutes Cheating
JAMES TO INSERT MAZE EXAMPLE:

Poll 1
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Best Practices - Prior to the Violation: Prevention in Online World:
●
●

Not much different from the in-person realm
Build rapport and get to know your students
○
○

●
●
●

Consider course policies and academic integrity syllabi quiz
Assess/ ensure students understand and can access appropriate technology needed
for the course
Describe how you will assess students
○
○

●
●

Prompt feedback
Creative introductions

Assess frequently and consider providing opportunity for self assessment
Offer low-stakes assignments

Use regular discussion posts
Foster collaboration and discussion in the learning management system
○
○

Encourage students to ask questions on the platform
Respond to questions on the platform
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Best Practices - Prior to the Violation: Online Proctoring
●

Various Forms of Online Proctoring
○
○
○

●
●
●

Live Proctoring (group or individual)
Recorded Proctoring
Automated Proctoring

Cost - Will university or the student pay?
Is it necessary? Can you create assessments that it does not matter if students are
proctored?
Will it be distracting for the student? (either the proctoring or problems with
software)
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Best Practices - Time of Violation: Doing Anything?
●

Scenario One
○

●

You are the professor in a face-to-face course and your students are taking a midterm exam. The
class has few empty seats. As you are watching from the front of the classroom, you see one
student in the middle of the classroom appear to be accessing a document she has in her hand.
What do you do at that moment?

Scenario Two
○

You are the professor in an online course. You are using zoom to proctor exams virtually. You
recognize that one of your students keeps leaving his computer for a only couple minutes at a
time. He messages you that his stomach is bothering him, but you see him snacking on chips and
drinking a soda.
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Best Practices - After the Violation: Realize Your Feelings
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Anger - all the way to infuriated
Frustration
Sadness
Disrespected
Confusion
Worry
Disappointed
Anxious
Offended
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Best Practices - After the Violation: Documentation/Reporting
●
●
●
●
●

Syllabus
Assignment Guidelines
Assignment in Question
Statement of What Occurred
Any other Information

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT???
Helps track repeat Honor Pledge violators
Provides students the option to contest allegations
Protects faculty from legal redress by following established academic procedures
Promotes academic integrity, as well as, helps student ethical development
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Best Practices - After Violation: Conversation with the Student
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Set a Meeting (Zoom or in-person is possible) with individual student(s)
Use the documentation you have gathered
You may use statements such as “I am disappointed ....” “I was shocked….”
Start the meeting by giving information on what YOU perceive has happened. (facts
and not assumptions)
Ask open ended questions.
Give students a chance to explain.
Talk to the student about your options (reporting, sanctions, etc).
The student may deny everything and that is ok.
Conclude the meeting with a reinforcement that you do care about the student and
you want them to succeed.
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Student Centered Conversation Model
●

Engage
○

●

Identify
○

●

Explain why you are meeting with the student.

Reflect
○

●

Build Rapport: Ask questions to get know the student or understand how their semester is going.
The suspicion of academic dishonesty is not who the student is as a person.

Help the student reflect on what occurred. Does the student’s action match their values and the
values of the institution?

Action
○

How will you and the student move forward.?
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Supportive Communication: Preserving the
Relationship
●
●
●
●
●

Be Specific
Present Congruent Message (facial expressions, body language etc.)
Be Honest and Encourage Honesty
Describe Incident (Don’t Evaluate)
Problem Focused, Not Person Focused
○ Focus on the problem. Hard on the issue, but easy on the person.
● Validate the Student
● Communicate respect to the student. Let them know that they are important.
● Utilize Active Listening Techniques
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Best Practices - After the Violation: Moving Forward?
●
●
●
●
●
●

Do you say anything to the class?
Do you change assignments?
Do you change the syllabus?
Moving forward personally (remember all those feelings you had?)
Helping student move forward personally (and professionally)
How do you use the experience to help future students avoid similar missteps?
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Case Discussions
Cases in this presentation were derived either from
questions asked by this audience and/or from moderator
experience
We will review as many as time permits
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Case A: Un-proctored Online Exam

Poll 2

• Situation: Frequent unproctored online quizzes/exams are used
to check for understanding

untimed

an unlimited number of times
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Case A: Un-proctored Online Exam (cont)
Original

• 4 questions
• Unlimited time
• Unlimited attempts

🡺🡺 Answers posted
online study “help”
site (Course Hero)

•
•
•
•

Re-design

Student said exam
was flawed because
the answers changed.

4 Questions
Timed test
2 attempts
5 test banks; randomly draw
each question from 1 of 5 banks
• Change answer order
• Change question order
🡺🡺 A few posted on Course Hero, but

not particularly helpful
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Case B:
Identical Computer Programs
• Situation:
• Two students submitted identical computer
programs, right down to the variable names and the
comments.
• The programs did not work correctly.
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Case C:
Online Exam with Chegg “Assistance”

Poll 3

• Situation:

• Student A take a physics exam online.
• The questions have randomized numerical values so no
student has the same numbers on any question in the exam.
• The day after the exam, you find a question identical to one of
the questions from Student A’s exam on chegg.com.
• Chegg provided you details that the question was posted at
the same time Student A was working on his exam
• However the question was posted by Student B who is also in
the course but would take the exam the next day.
30
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Case D:
Group Assignment, But Plagiarism by One
• Situation:
• Project management course uses weekly group
assignments to build real-world skills in working with
difficult people
• Group assignment submitted from team “Bravo” with
some outstanding parts; some substandard parts.
• Same grade assigned to all group members.
• Halfway through the course, student on team “Bravo”
sends the professor an Email:
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Case D: (cont)

Poll 4

Professor, It's hard for me to say this, but I've been noticing NAME has been
plagiarizing all his assignments since module 4, and I can prove it.
I didn't say anything to you before because I don't want to mess with peoples careers,
but it's not fair for OTHER_NAMEs and me because he's not putting any effort to do
his assignments, and I been spending more than 15 hours weekly on this class also
his assignments are having an impact on my grades.
In this assignment he did ... and it is a copy from another group who took this
class before.
There is a website called (course hero), students upload assignments to help other
students.
I know because I used this web site to have an idea of how to do some
assignments when I got stuck, but as you saw in my assignments,I never
plagiarized any assignment and everything is original.
I just use the web for research purpose.
33
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Case D (cont)
• Instructor comment on assignment

• This submittal is being flagged for an originality review. As I am sure
that you are aware, that all submitted work must be original to the
student submitting the assignment, unless specific written permission
has been granted from the instructor, or so stated in the course syllabus
to integrate previously submitted work. Completed course assignments,
labs, essays, quizzes, tests, etc, may not be shared with other students,
uploaded to online course note repositories (to include but not limited to
Chegg, CourseHero, Cramster, etc), or used by other students, and doing
so generally constitutes a breach of academic integrity.
• Score of 50 is accessed pending review
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Case D (cont)
• My experiences with the use of CourseHero

• Often little attempt to cover tracks by students
• Easy to examine extent of problem
• My university- 340 departments
• MGMT- 25,932 documents and 1,535 Q&As. Some of
the Q&As answer specific homework problems
• PMGT- 888 documents and 58 Q&As. Last week I
noticed screen shots of many of the online quiz
questions.
• Takedown is cumbersome (so I focus on prevention)
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Case E:
Group Assignment, But Not Everyone Participates

•

Situation:

•
•
•
•

A student is part of a 4 person team.
The rubric says that the team should divide the work and all should contribute a
substantial portion.
The team product is submitted to the online learning system with all 4 names of
the cover sheet (indicating that all 4 participated).
Then, 2 of the students send Emails to the instructor saying that one of the
students didn’t participate until the 11th hour and even then, the contribution was
substandard.
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Case F:
Commonly Used Textbook Assignment
• Situation: Commonly used textbook assignment posted online
for “help”

Student name, school, question
and answer posted online
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Case F: Corollary Situation
• Corollary Situation: A student submits the identical wrong
answers for a homework assignment. It is known that the
wrong answers are posted on CourseHero.
Dear Student,
I graded your assignment 4 problem 8 and I have some concerns. You
have the identical wrong answers in 4 of the 7 parts as the faulty answer key that
has been found on the internet in two different locations. Furthermore, your
written explanation is identical (word for word) as the faulty explanation.
Do you care to explain to me how that happened? I’m concerned. I
anxiously await your response.
Signed, Your professor
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Case G:
Hidden Facebook Group Answer Sharing
• Situation:

• Students come to you and tell you that several
students are collaborating in a facebook group.
• While some of the collaboration is appropriate,
other times students are giving answers.
• The students who came to you are distraught
because they want those in the group to be held
accountable.
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Case H:
Annotated Bibliography
•

Situation: Annotated bibliography assignment results in
degrees of matching as determined by TurnItIn
“This week's topic is [name the topic]
Research and select a minimum of four sources. Three of the sources must
be from peer-reviewed journals, or textbooks that are not used in this
course while the other one may be from a practitioner publication.
For each source, write a 2oo-250 word critical analysis explaining the
content relative to this week’s topic (sample annotated bibliography
provided).
Document your research with an APA reference prior to the start of each
critical analysis.”
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Case H: Student “A” Submittal
• Is this
plagiarism?
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Case H: Student “B” Submittal
• Is this
plagiarism?
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Case H: Corollary Situation
• Corollary Situation: Overly constrained research assignment
results in degrees of matching as determined by TurnItIn
•

Stakeholder Management Series Research Paper

“In this course, you will develop and submit deliverables that require you to analyze and
demonstrate knowledge of the Project Management Institute’s (PMI)
PMBOK Guide's Project Stakeholder Management Knowledge Area. Develop and
provide an analysis and discussion of the following processes:
®

...

Use a minimum of six “appropriate” sources of information as a way of explanation
and/or justification of your position:
Project Management Communication Tools (Dow & Taylor, 2015)
Project Management Institute (PMI) PMBOK Guide (6th Edition, 2017)
®

®

Additional Sources three through six (criteria provided)
Do not overly rely on any one reference for citation.”
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Case H: So You Think This Doesn’t Happen In
Your Classes?
Google search:
“COURSE_NAME UNIVERSITY answers stakeholder paper”
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Case H: Student “C” submittal
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Case H… Some Thoughts About Using
TurnItIn-like Tools
• Are there degrees of Plagiarism?
• Is it easy to categorize them?
• Should we set a numeric threshold?

Denney, V. P., Dixon, Gupta, A., Hulphers, E. (2020). Exploring the perceived spectrum of plagiarism: a Case study
of online learning. Journal of Academic Ethics, http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10805-020-09364-3
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Concluding Thoughts
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Connect with ICAI
https://www.facebook.com/AcademicIntegrity
Facebook Group - International Center for
Academic Integrity Discussion Group
https://www.academicintegrity.org/
academicintegritymatters

info@academicintegrity.org

https://www.academicintegrity.org/dayagainst-contract-cheating/
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